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TWS Soundpeats Mini Pro earphones
Enjoy your favorite music for  up to 21 hours!  The earphones come with a charging case that extends the accessory's  operating time.
Noise  cancellation  technology  (CVC  8.0)  effectively  eliminates  ambient  noise  for  greater  comfort  when  talking  on  the  phone.  The
Bluetooth  5.2  module  offers  an  excellent  quality  connection  without  interference,  and  the  lightweight  and  ergonomic  design  of  the
Soundpeats Mini Pro will not cause discomfort for a long time.
 
Durable battery
Low-power technology provides up to 7 hours of use on a single charge, while the case offers another 14 hours. In addition, the earphone
case has a smart indicator that will let you know the remaining battery charge. This will help you renew their energy in time.
 
Long-lasting comfort
Another advantage of the Mini Pro is their small and lightweight design. Each earphone is smaller than a coin and weighs about as much
as a sheet of paper. They fit perfectly to the shape of the ears, providing long-lasting comfort.
 
Water resistant
A walk in the rain, an intense workout - Mini Pro are ready for it! The headphones are IPX5 water resistant, so you can take them with you
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to the gym, etc. without worry.
 
Convenient operation
The touch panels on the headphones provide quick and convenient access to functions such as answering calls or stopping playback. It is
also possible to use just one earphone thanks to mono and stereo modes.
 
Included
earphones
charging case
USB-C charging cable
user manual
Manufacturer
Soundpeats
Model
Mini Pro
Bluetooth version
5.2
Audio codec
SBC, aptX, aptX-Adaptive
Charging port
USB-C
Signal range
Up to 10 m
Battery capacity
300 mAh (charging case), 2x45 mAh (headphones)
Operating time
7 h (headphones) + 14 h (charging case)
Charging time
1.5h (charging case), 1.5h (headphones)
Weight
37.5g (charging case), 4.97g (each headphones)
Water resistance
IPX5
Color
Black
Noise reduction function
CVC 8.0

Preço:

€ 59.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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